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1. Introduction 
Given that in our information-based society and its rapidly changing environment knowledge is 
soon out-dated, people and organizations continuously need to update their skills to remain 
competent and competitive [European Commission, 2001]. Informal learning processes like 
Peer-To-Peer teaching and self-steered knowledge delivery have been identified as crucial for 
learning in an organization setting, especially for SMEs [Rosenberg, 2001, 2006; Cross, 2003]. 
Particularly knowledge workers, who spend most of their time retrieving, processing, creating 
and manipulating knowledge, rely on efficient access to data in different formats like documents, 
Web pages, software code, email messages, etc. in order to fulfill the immediate information 
need triggered by Personal Information Management activities [Stumpf et al., 2005]. 
However, due to increased capacities of hard-disk drives, as well as cheaper and faster storage 
and processing power, the amount of data stored on the PC Desktop is continually increasing. 
Moreover, personal and organizational resources are spread over multiple, purpose-specific 
applications not searchable in an integrated manner through search tools offered by 
mainstream operating systems. Thus, finding documents in one’s own information space is 
sometimes more difficult and takes longer than searching the World Wide Web. The recent 
arrival of Desktop organization and search applications reveals the rich opportunities for 
Desktop applications within the e-Learning area and beyond.  
Prior deliverables in WP 7 outlined the importance of Knowledge Work Management (KWM) for 
professional learning arrangements. More specifically, they identified Key Research Areas 
(D7.1), structured them into an integrated model (D7.3), presented a framework for identifying 
related research and best practices (D7.2) and reported activities in the KWM field (D7.4). 
Deliverable 7.5 gave recommendations and guidelines for KWM and emphasized the need to 
focus on PC Desktop specific research as it strongly influences the learning process. Hence, to 
promote the integration of Desktop related Knowledge Management and Technology Enhanced 
Learning this deliverable aims at increasing the awareness of Desktop research within the 
Professional Learning community and at familiarizing the e-Learning researchers with the state-
of-the-art in the relevant areas of Personal Information Management (PIM), as well as with the 
currently on-going activities and some of the regular PIM publication venues. 
The deliverable is organized as follows. After having introduced the reader into the Desktop 
specific e-Learning topics (Sections 1.1 and 1.2), we describe the major PIM events and 
activities organized within the context of ProLearn (Section 2). Then, in Section 3 we present an 
overview of the already available specific Desktop research results. More specifically, we first 
briefly survey the currently existing publications, and then discuss in more detail those 
approaches which have been developed in the ProLearn community.  
1.1. Desktop Documents and their Organization 
Living in the information age with the associated problem of information overload, people 
permanently encounter, receive or access more information than they actually need and 
process. The PC Desktop as workplace and tool represents the personalized subset of this 
information world people create to respond to this challenge [Bruce et al., 2004]. It forms a 
personal collection of resources that are considered important for current or future personal 
or work-related activities. As such, the Personal Desktop spans files in various formats, 
emails, notes, calendars, Web cache, links, instant messaging, etc. This space is only 
loosely structured into folders and files. Moreover, nowadays information accumulates fast 
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over time. Take for example emails, which may easily produce highly cluttered inboxes 
[Whittaker & Sidner, 1996], due to the increased amount of necessary content management. 
Therefore, effectively managing one’s information space is crucial in order to keep track of 
the personal resources, as well as to easily locate them when needed.  
In order to design Desktop tools that effectively support users in working with their 
information, many studies have observed people’s organization behavior considering their 
practices of filing and searching, as well as handling interruptions through notification. 
Results show that people have many problems with current Desktop systems and invest 
much effort in organizing and/or finding needed items, and thus enhanced applications for 
Desktop organization and searching are necessary. Based on these findings, some 
approaches have been taken to facilitate organization and re-access. Systems like Beagle++ 
[Chirita et al., 2006a] focus on improving search facilities by integrating different resources 
and allowing for more flexible and intuitive browsing and querying. Similarly, related issues of 
task switching and interruption are addressed by systems that reduce the overhead trading 
off value of immediate notification and disruptive impact. Learning within the PC Desktop 
environment can directly benefit from the advantages introduced by all these tools, not only 
for workflow and learning support, but also for the delivery of learning objects.  
1.2. Learning Objects on the PC Desktop 
Learning objects (LO) to be organized and found on the PC Desktop can have various 
formats. While there may be well-structured learning objects, units or courses created by 
authors according to a well-chosen instructional design, most resources especially for 
informal learning processes are stored documents, emails and visited Websites. These may 
be used to give instruction, document prior working experiences, etc. [see Rosenberg, 2001; 
2006], thus turning the Desktop into an integrated medium for working and learning. In fact, 
teachers use most often PCs for preparing their learning objects, learning units, and 
assessment materials, either at their offices or at home, where they are also used to Desktop 
based working environments. Moreover, testing and reusing the learning objects they make 
often includes instructional designers and teachers as well, and again it is predominantly an 
office where this happens, using Desktop technology. 
In order to use the learning technology on their Desktop computers successfully, end-users 
need appropriate software tools. Learners need learning environments that allow them to 
connect to learning management systems, courses, learning object repositories, assessment 
systems, and the like. Learning object (Content) authors need all that as well, plus tools that 
allow them to compose learning objects starting from various resource files, annotate them 
with standards-based metadata, and upload them to learning object repositories. Teachers 
also need PC based assessment tools, various learner monitoring tools, grading tools, and 
administrative tools. All end users often use learning management systems. In addition, there 
are a number of education-specific software tools that are often very handy to end users and 
in fact research in e-learning often results in creation of such tools. As an example consider 
Neuro-Fuzzy Reasoner (NFR) for learner modeling [Sevarac, 2006], a software component 
capable of learning a set of predefined fuzzy rules which can be successfully used for 
addressing learner modeling issues. Its development came from practical needs of teachers 
who use Desktop PC tools to manage their classes.  
The next chapter describes in more detail several events and activities relevant for the 
Desktop based Professional Learning research.   
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2. Events and Activities relevant for the Desktop based 
Professional Learning 
Identifying the right places to seek information is a crucial task in any research activity. This 
section will therefore familiarize the reader with the on-going Desktop Research events 
organized within the context of ProLearn. We will first present an overview of two recent 
workshops, CAMA and SemDesk, the former one being especially organized by respected 
members of the Professional Learning community. In fact, we believe that these two events, 
together with the Personal Information Management Workshop organized in conjunction with 
the ACM SIGIR Conference, represent some of the most specifically Desktop oriented research 
meetings of 2006. The last part of this section will briefly describe the L3S research visit to the 
KTH group of Human Computer Interaction, a highly important department when bridging over 
highly user oriented domains such as Personal Information Management and e-Learning. 
2.1. CIKM Workshop on Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAMA) 
Providing flexible efficient access to relevant information remains a challenge. Approaches 
based on attention metadata present novel opportunities to deal with this challenge. Attention 
metadata indicate what end users do with specific information objects. End user applications 
(authoring tools, search tools, repositories, email applications, etc.) can generate attention 
metadata. Collecting, managing, merging, analyzing and exchanging these distributed 
metadata enables smart tools to exploit data about user experiences with heterogeneous 
tools to provide more flexible user interactions, while respecting user privacy. For example 
users of one application can be recommended relevant materials by analyzing the attention 
they gave to information residing within other applications they interacted with. 
CAMA 2006 was held in conjunction with the 15th ACM Conference on Information and 
Knowledge Management (CIKM 2006) in Arlington, USA, on November, 6-11, 2006. 
Facilitating the usage of contextualized attention metadata is a cross-disciplinary research 
topic that combines research results and challenges from communities including databases, 
information retrieval, knowledge representation, knowledge management, user modeling, 
recommender systems, learning technologies, etc. The main objective of the workshop was 
to bring together researchers, industrial practitioners, and developers working on relevant 
topics to discuss recent advances and identify future challenges. 
The main topics of the workshop included (1) Attention metadata collection frameworks, (2) 
Management of large volumes of attention metadata, (3) Real-Time stream based attention 
metadata processing, (4) Methods and algorithms for analysis of attention metadata, (5) 
Information extraction in attention metadata streams, (6) Privacy and Security, (7) Personal 
Information Management, (8) Representation of attention metadata, (9) Applications of 
attention metadata streams, and others. 
The workshop program consisted of six paper presentations and two keynote speakers. The 
three short and three long papers were organized in two tracks dealing with the two main 
issues of attention metadata, namely capture and usage of metadata focused on attention.  
In order to have a highly interactive environment for the full day workshop, we started the first 
session by giving the floor to the workshop participants. They were asked to state their 
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definition of attention metadata and how they envision using it in their contexts. The 
summary of their answers yields a number of definitions of attention metadata:  
Attention metadata describes the behavior with which users deal with information. It can be 
collected by observing the user’s activities. It possibly allows deriving conclusions on the 
user’s interests and goals by relating activity to content. Furthermore, by relating attention 
metadata of several users, behavioral patterns might be observed. 
Steve Gillmor, our first keynote speaker, elaborated on current developments with 
GestureBank, a currently set-up non-profit organization that strives to open the usage of 
attention metadata to a wider public. GestureBank provides a solution for secure and reliable 
storage of private attention metadata. As claimed by Steve, enabling the user to stay in 
control of his/her data is their main concern.  
Our second keynote speaker, David Wiley (Utah State University), discussed an approach 
using attention metadata to drive Web based reading in working groups. The approach is 
built on observing group member Web based reading behavior and the usage of the 
information to facilitate reading recommendations through RSS feeds.    
The workshop attracted the participation of 16 researchers arching across various 
communities, ranging from database and information retrieval to knowledge management 
and e-Learning. The size was small enough to allow an interactive format and continuous 
discussions between and during presentations. Participants found the workshop very 
productive and successful. More details about the workshop can be found online at 
http://ariadne.cs.kuleuven.be/cama2006/.  
Two research issues have been identified to focus the further work on. The usage of 
contextualized attention metadata has not yet been researched to its full extent. Very 
preliminary work emerges that shows highly encouraging results. Nevertheless, commercial 
and industrial uptake is not yet to be seen, as real applications of such data have not been 
realized. Emerging fields are for example advanced usage statistics, behavioral pattern 
mining and finally advanced personalization to meet the requests of the single user. 
2.2. ISWC Workshop on the Semantic Desktop (SemDesk)  
There is a definite need for smarter and more fine-grained computer support for Personal 
Information Management and handling information in general. We thus held the second 
edition of the workshop on the Semantic Desktop and Social Semantic Collaboration in 
conjunction with the fifth International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC2006). The 
workshop was organized by Stefan Decker, Jack Park, Leo Sauermann, Sören Auer, and 
Siegfried Handschuh. 
The research community needs to blend the boundaries between personal and group data, 
while simultaneously safeguarding privacy and establishing and deploying trust among 
collaborators. First, the Semantic Web provides technology to handle any generic data. 
Second, LOM and other e-learning initiatives provide metadata and standards to empower 
users. Finally, Peer-To-Peer systems, social software and CSCW allow for collaboration and 
data exchange. Yet each of these addresses only parts of the picture. The series of 
SemDesk workshops aim for a merge of these thrusts. 
In the 2006 edition, 28 papers were submitted to the workshop, out of which 2 position 
papers and 11 full papers were accepted for publication. Reviewers came from an 
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international program committee, some of them also members of the ProLearn community. 
Just like in the previous year, the workshop hosted its own poster and demo session, where 
practical implementations and projects were shown. These, together with the four paper 
presentation sessions, completed the one day duration of the workshop. About 40 people 
attended. The exchange between groups continued and we saw substantial improvement of 
existing work and also new work presented. The collaboration between attendees is a key 
factor: For example, last year two collaborations were started at the workshop, one of the 
results being presented this year, namely the paper by Fernandez-Garcia et al. [2006].  
As a result of the workshop we established a moderately large Personal Information 
Management community, communicating via an online platform at the Website 
http://www.semanticDesktop.org. Moreover, the papers were published as CEUR-WS 
workshop proceedings and are all available at the CEUR-WS Website without charge. Most 
of them are also briefly presented in the Section 3 of this deliverable. 
2.3. L3S Visit to the KTH Group of Human Computer Interaction 
To identify user patterns for Desktop Data Management, L3S has conducted a set of 
interviews with 10 different users, representing 10 highly different professional areas. One of 
the main conclusions of this study was a high diversity of Desktop usage, where there could 
be no single user model. In order to investigate which user specific feature contributes to 
which usage pattern, a joint workshop was scheduled for one week within May 2006, in 
Stockholm, with and hosted by the KTH Group of Human Computer Interaction. The Swedish 
partner group possesses a strong expertise in user study methodologies, so their input was 
highly relevant and useful for future interview planning and analysis. Specifically, the 
feedback was provided by Dr. Bosse Westerlund and Rosa Gudjonsdottir.  
The series of meetings started with the presentation of the related user study results. 
Possible Desktop usage scenarios were modeled by the KTH group with a paper based 
sketch of a graphical user. Each scenario has been simulated step-by-step, videotaped and 
supported with the detailed task workflow comments. Later on, the KTH colleagues 
presented three sample user models, where for each user they specified age, sex, name, 
occupation, appearance, work-related skills and hobbies, some other preferences, etc.  
The second part of the visit concentrated on discussions over several issues related to the 
first round of experimental interviews conducted within L3S, as well as to the planning of a 
future, enhanced usage study. Several conclusions drawn include: (1) More attention should 
be paid to critical cases; there could be no average case as people use the PC Desktop quite 
differently; (2) the quantity of the 10 to 20 subjects is sufficient for a qualitative user study; (3) 
the variance in perceived privacy could be insignificant if one compares it with an influence of 
the personal factors; (4) the interviews should be videotaped in front of user’s workplaces, as 
this adds to the regular usage tasks the important context information, and therefore makes 
the interview materials suitable for a post-analysis, in case the researchers come up later 
with any additional hypotheses. 
Taken into account the comments from the KTH colleagues, a report has been written, parts 
of it being described in Section 3.4.5. Moreover, a second round of interviews is planned to 
be performed next spring. While the number of recipients will remain roughly the same, they 
will belong to only one professional area.  
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3. Research Results 
This section gives an overview of the existing research in Personal Information Management, 
relevant for the Professional Learning researcher. We first look into several approaches to 
assist and investigate generic Desktop Data Organization. We then present some of the task 
management support and content specific metadata generation techniques. Subsequently, the 
second part of the chapter dives into the details of some PIM related research results which 
have been developed in the context of ProLearn. It first introduces the MOT system for adaptive 
course authoring, then a malleable schema approach for generating contextual metadata, and 
in the end it depicts the results of a Desktop oriented usage analysis survey. 
3.1. Organizing Personal Documents 
We have already seen that Desktop Data Organization is gaining momentum, as no widely 
accepted solution has been proposed so far. This section gives an overview of the currently 
existing approaches, first to study current data organizational patterns, and then to design 
applications that exploit these patterns to produce a better Desktop activity experience. 
3.1.1. Patterns in Desktop Data Organization 
Since the amount of personal or work related information spread over various applications 
on our PCs is continuously increasing, managing one’s personal information space seems 
critical to effectively working with and re-finding important information despite overload. In 
order to identify how to better support people in performing tasks, in organizing and 
retrieving their information, many studies have examined organizational behavior on the 
personal Desktop and drawn conclusions for the design of advanced PIM systems. As 
most of these studies focus only on a specific aspect of PIM, we structured this section 
accordingly: First, we review the strategies people employ to keep track of their (1) 
documents, (2) emails and (3) information encountered on the Web; then, the second part 
of our survey discusses (4) how these resources are integrated into tasks.  
Documents have been found to predominantly carry “working” information closely related 
to current tasks, as well as to frequently used information, which later becomes “archived” 
for future re-use [Barreau & Nardi, 1995; Cole, 1982]. In an early study on desk 
organization of print based information, Malone [1983] reported two basic keeping 
methods for documents: (1) systematically ordered (titled) files and (2) loosely arranged 
piles of individual items. One reason for the frequently employed piling may be cognitive 
difficulties in classifying information. Landsdale [1988] examined in detail the difficulties in 
categorization and setting up folder structures anticipating future usage and retrieval 
contexts. More importantly, organization in piles serves as a reminding function by 
enforcing serendipitous encounters [Malone, 1983]. In their studies on filing practices of 
electronic documents, Barreau and Nardi [1995] found that documents are usually 
organized into folders by location or category such as projects to ease re-finding and 
enable being reminded. Users tended to place items requiring actions to do on certain 
Desktop places or on an upper level of a directory, where they are likely to notice it (thus 
acting as behavioral triggers). They avoid setting up elaborate filing schemes for archiving 
old information because it is currently not worth the effort. Ravasio et al. [2004a] observed 
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that people arranged their Desktop screen as a temporary storage facility and active 
workplace for fast orientation by sight mainly by clustering according to thematic proximity 
or document type. They showed that filing is a continuous process. Henderson [2005] 
described that labeling folders follows some stable patterns, e.g., folder names most often 
include genre, task, topic or time. Thus, it seems that classification depends much on 
context [Kwasnik, 1991]. Interestingly, Teevan et al. [2004] found the general preference 
of small steps using local context (orienteering behavior) over direct search, even if 
reliable cues were known. This is because search always requires remembering some 
part of the information, and thus defining a query can be as cognitively hard as efficiently 
organizing the data [Marshall & Jones, 2006]. Moreover, current mainstream text search 
tools are not even easy to handle and do not support the rich associations people have 
with their information (as retrieval cues) [Cutrell et al., 2006b; Landsdale, 1988].  
Email predominantly carries ephemeral information [Barreau & Nardi, 1995]. Its 
management is overloaded with functions like task management and personal archiving 
[Whittaker & Sidner, 1996]. Most users have full inboxes and few folders for archiving 
mail, mainly because (1) filing information is cognitively difficult requiring time and effort, 
and more importantly because (2) current items shall be easily accessible and function as 
reminders. They distinguished three user types or strategies: No filers, Frequent Filers 
and Spring Cleaners. Only frequent filers who delete and file emails on a daily basis 
preserve opportunistically being reminded by the few current items in their inbox and are 
more effective in their use of folders, yet they invest much for this. Bälter [1997] refined 
this model theoretically to differentiate Spring Cleaners and to account for possible 
transitions between pro-organizing and anti-organizing strategies encouraged by time 
pressure and email overload. Duchenaut and Bellotti [2001] pointed out the role of the 
new habitat email in document exchange, which is promoted by embedding in context and 
workflow. They found shallow file hierarchies to be common, which is explained by 
preference for visually scanning an ordered list over clicking with the mouse in order to 
have immediate access. Folders were commonly organized by criteria like sender (the 
most salient retrieval cue of emails according to Whittaker et al. [2006]), organization, 
project or personal interests. Location based search and sorting of mails by sender, date 
or subject with subsequent browsing were popular strategies employed in looking for a 
message; global text search tools, as well as automatic filters were found to be less 
frequently used.  
To examine how people assure that important information encountered on Websites is re-
found at the time it is needed, Bruce et al. [2004] empirically collected a list of common 
keeping methods: sending an email with the URL to self, printing out a Webpage, 
bookmarking, saving it to a file, pasting the URL into a document, adding a hyperlink on a 
personal Website, writing down notes and the URL, copy the link to a toolbar or creating a 
note in MS Outlook. Other strategies, actually presenting leaving behavior, were entering 
URL from memory, searching, and accessing from a known access point. Thus, often a 
conscious decision is made to do nothing to include the to-be relevant information into the 
personal information collection, being convinced of the ability to easily re-locate it. In a 
second re-finding study participants were almost always able to quickly re-find the 
information using the first method they tried [Bruce et al., 2004]. Most often URLs were 
directly entered, found via bookmarks, Web searching or access through another Website. 
Thus, three of the most often employed strategies did not present active keeping. Though 
the authors concluded that people employ appropriate methods for keeping with the 
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information overload, reliance on Web search tools seems high (in contrast to Desktop 
ones). Although frequently utilized, bookmarks are hardly ever organized even by users 
extensively filing documents or emails. All in all, organizing strategies seem to be 
consistent over time [Boardmann & Sasse, 2004]. 
A major problem users face in current Desktop systems is fragmentation of information 
access; documents, emails or bookmarks are spread over the PC and bound to special 
purpose applications. Whittaker et al. [2006] discuss two approaches to solving the 
fragmentation problem: (1) centralization, i.e., the integration of all PIM tools into one 
application, or (2) information extraction, making information within emails, bookmarks, 
etc. accessible to all PIM applications. While centralization reduces the need for 
transferring and entering information into several special tools, it is not well realized yet. 
Extraction, on the other hand, has the disadvantage of not keeping context. Although both 
approaches offer distinct improvements over the current situation, a combination seems to 
be best. At the moment, users may utilize extra monitors to extend screen space and 
partition between main task and secondary tasks (like email) in order not to have to switch 
too often between application windows [Grundin, 2001]. Ringel [2003] reported that stable 
mappings to separate subtasks or tasks were more common on both extra monitors and 
virtual Desktops. Examining the notions of task switching and interruption, Cutrell et al. 
[2001] conducted a study on the effects of notifications by instant messaging on memory 
and hence task performance. They found notifications to be especially harmful when 
occurring early during a task as this could cause forgetting the primary goal. In general the 
disruptive impact is greater on fast, stimulus driven tasks, whereas in performing a 
cognitively demanding task more time to switch to a notification and more reminders may 
be needed. Prior research showed that disruptions have a serious negative impact if the 
content is very similar to the current task [Gillie & Broadbent, 1989]. However, training or 
expertise in handling interruptions [Hess & Detweiler, 1994], as well as recovery 
techniques [Linde & Goguen, 1987] can visibly reduce this disruptive impact on memory. 
To summarize, users face many problems in managing their data, especially regarding 
information fragmentation and overload. While location based browsing is often 
successfully used to find personal files, classification and structuring are time consuming 
and cognitively hard. Search tools are not frequently used because they lack important 
features, are not easy to handle and do not support functions like reminding. For filing 
email little effort is commonly invested, which may be related to time pressure, immense 
overload and the reliance on finding them by sorting or targeted search. Automatic 
assistance in filing (multiple classification), search facilities offering meaningful attributes, 
reminding, task management and the associated problem of disturbance are critical in 
efficient PIM support. The next chapter presents some applications aiming at such 
improvement, concentrating on infrastructures for organizing Desktop data. 
3.1.2. Infrastructures for Desktop Data Organization 
Due to problems users have in managing their information for future re-finding, various 
approaches and tools have been proposed to organize and search personal information 
spaces more naturally and efficiently in an integrated manner [Oren, 2006]. This section 
will introduce the reader to some of these applications and the research contributions they 
brought. Such enhanced storing and retrieving of information is important for sharing 
resources such as learning materials in informal Peer-To-Peer teaching, as well as in 
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authoring formal learning objects, for instance, to contribute to digital libraries like the 
ARIADNE Knowledge Pool System [Duval et al., 2001].  
Beagle++ [Chirita et al., 2006a] is a Linux based Desktop search system which indexes 
all personal documents of a user and generates additional metadata describing these 
documents, other resources, as well as their relationships. Triggered by modification 
events such attention switches, Beagle++ automatically annotates the materials the user 
has read, used, written or commented upon. Context or task specific metadata can be 
afterwards extracted to implicitly delimit scenario specific information spaces [Ghita et al., 
2005a, b; Brunkhorst et al., 2006]. Figure 1 shows an overview of its underlying 
ontologies, depending on activity contexts, for instance depicting files annotated with 
publication metadata, file system attributes, Web history, as well as emails. Each 
considered context is visually contoured and the inter-context relations between resources 
depict how various activities interact.  
 
Figure 1: RDF schema of contextual metadata from Beagle++ [Chirita et. al., 2006a]. 
Semex [Dong & Haley, 2005b] is similar in that it uses an RDF domain model describing 
personal information items of various sources with classes and relationships among them, 
which are also exploited for retrieving associated objects. Its interface is designed to 
support browsing by association. However, Semex’s most research efforts focus only on 
reference reconciliation, that is, extracting correctly all possible references to real world 
objects (like variant names), and less on establishing ontologies adequate for personal 
information and various user contexts. Xiao and Cruz [2006] continue the Semex work by 
presenting a toolkit for semantically managing personal resources and for easily creating 
applications interacting with an RDF database. The knowledge engineering problems of 
developing semantic Desktop applications and integrating them with various languages 
and platforms are further discussed within the CALO project, which develops innovative 
software to support decision-makers [Chaudhri et al., 2006]. A Case Study in Engineering 
a Knowledge Base for an Intelligent Personal Assistant shows challenges and sound, 
pragmatic solutions with respect to used tools and knowledge representation languages.  
To facilitate the re-finding of known items stored on one’s Desktop Stuff I’ve seen (SIS) 
[Dumais et al., 2003] addresses the problem of information fragmentation by building an 
unified textual index for information from a range of different sources (documents, email, 
Web pages, appointments, etc.). Based on the familiarity of the user with his previously 
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seen information, rich contextual cues such as time, people, thumbnails and previews are 
used to support retrieval and presentation. The interface is designed to enable easy query 
specification and refinement by iteratively and interactively filtering and sorting the results 
for example by resource type or the predominantly used time dimension. A user study 
showed the general acceptance of the interface especially regarding search of files and 
emails and also user preference for retrieving and displaying results by date over rank 
(followed by author). Based on these results, as well as on research on episodic memory 
and time as associative cue, SIS was extended to comprise timeline visualization, where 
important personal landmarks (digital photographs and calendar events) and important 
public landmarks (holidays, news events) were displayed together with results to aid in 
locating the target of a keyword search. In the study, significant time savings were found, 
users prizing the timeline and especially work related landmarks. [Ringel et al., 2003]  
Phlat [Cutrell et al., 2006a] is a SIS follow-up enhanced to allow tagging information with 
multiple meaningful, personal annotations. Tags can be used like categories as filters for 
both searching and browsing. Their conclusion that “filing will become less important and 
will be replaced by more general tagging systems” seems reasonable. Nevertheless, 
further evaluation must show that task management, especially reminding, is adequately 
supported without hierarchical structures and location [see Whittaker et al., 2006].  
MyLifeBits [Gemell et al., 2002, 2006] aims at fulfilling Vannevar Bush’s vision of 
capturing a user’s whole life electronically [Bush, 1945], storing and integrating all sources 
of personal information like documents, emails, phone calls, images, videos etc. The 
platform was developed around two fundamental features of Bush’s Memex: annotations 
and links. Manual annotations are especially important for meaningful, intuitive search of 
pictures by content, as well as for organizing information. Since due to the sheer volume 
of data some valued items would be hard to find or forgotten, (bidirectional) linking is also 
crucial for allowing associative browsing and serendipitous encounters. Finally, MyLifeBits 
supports the user in tagging data and scales such a flat tagging system without loosing 
overview because of missing hierarchical classification. 
Haystack [Karger et al., 2005; Huynh et al., 2002; Haystack] also generates annotations 
and provides dynamic collection views, but it focuses on agents exploiting user specific 
and pre-defined ontologies to construct views. It employs semi-structured data modeled in 
RDF, combining exact Boolean database search with fuzzy text retrieval techniques in 
order to give the user more control over the form in which information is managed. Users 
can decide which information items and which relationships to other objects are to be 
stored, viewed and retrieved. Moreover, together with the categories that can be assigned 
to an object via a checkbox, attributes can also be utilized to refine the view of collections. 
Thus, combined with an additional browsing advisor and a text search box, Haystacks’ 
interface provides support for search, as well as for associative browsing or orienteering.  
One of the few projects concerned with linking personal resources explicitly to educational 
content is Sidewalk [Maier et al., 2006]. Manual marking of different types of resources 
(e.g., MS Office, PDF, html, audio, video, images, etc.) as superimposed information is 
used to annotate, link, classify, restructure, and reorganize information. For example 
concepts or topics in a lesson can be connected to manually marked, relevant regions in a 
document or a certain group of slides. Thus, elaboration, orientation and navigation are 
facilitated by creating a concept map of a topic with the corresponding personal learning 
resources integrated. Selection of different subdocuments important for the learning task 
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at hand is provided in a Sidepad application. Here, URI-like markers to selected 
subdocuments are shown with labels and comments and may be grouped by the learner 
for instance to classify related work. Hence, organization as keeping and categorizing 
personal documents relevant to specific learning contexts is facilitated together with the 
access to the relevant parts of resources [Murthy et al., 2006]. 
Addressing common problems users have with the current Desktop metaphor and its strict 
folder hierarchies and dozens of separate applications, Lifestreams presents a new time-
based metaphor to make managing one’s electronic life more fluid, natural and thus easier 
[Freeman & Fertig, 1995; Freeman & Gelernter, 1996]. To support an informative “glance 
view”, the representation of documents is based on activity streams and consists of 
descriptive attributes such as time of creation, content type, a summary line and the first 
lines of text documents. Newly created documents are opened and added to the stream, 
incoming mails slide in and open files are offset to the side, where editing is done within 
the corresponding applications. Though LifeStreams supports intuitive strategies for 
finding having time as retrieval cue, it replaces the super-ordinate aspect “location in the 
Desktop hierarchy” with “location in the timeline” [Bellotti et al., 2003]. 
Finally, as Desktop search and organization became such an important task, the industry 
has also manifested a high interest in this area over the recent years. Thus, several tools 
have been released for free (e.g., Google Desktop Search1, MSN Desktop Search2, etc.). 
Some providers have even integrated their PIM applications into the operating system, 
such as Apple3. Moreover, the open source community has also manifested its interest in 
this area, the most prominent approaches being Gnome Beagle4 (now also integrated into 
SuSE) and KDE KAT5, developed within the Mandriva community. Many other commercial 
applications exist (e.g., Copernic, Yahoo! Desktop Search, X1, Scopeware Vision, PC 
Data Finder, etc.), but as our main focus is on reviewing research innovations, we will not 
dive into the particularities of each of these tools. 
The applications presented so far focused on overcoming information fragmentation and 
the disadvantages related to the Desktop metaphor by providing means to efficiently 
organize and search one’s personal information space. In the next section we describe 
approaches addressing the task management support in particular, as well as the related 
issues of task switching, interruption and context-awareness. 
3.2. Task Management Support 
Tasks are central in working activities. The value of resources and communication is mainly 
determined by their relation to the current context. Thus, employing techniques for capturing 
tasks and user contexts is crucial to support easy access to all related documents and task-
specific materials, or to prevent harmful interruptions while working. This section surveys 
several recent approaches tackling this important organizational goal. It first presents some 
general PIM context detection and notification techniques, and then brings those context 
oriented approaches specific to the e-Learning community into the centre of attention.  
                                                
1 http://desktop.google.com  
2 http://toolbar.msn.com  
3 http://www.apple.com/macosx/features/spotlight  
4 http://www.gnome.org/projects/beagle  
5 http://kat.mandriva.com  
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General Desktop Task Analysis. TaskMaster [Bellotti et al., 2003] addresses missing task 
support in existing email tools. It considers tasks as the major aspect around which to 
organize emails, attached documents or sent URLs, and models them through thrasks, 
communication threads enhanced by equally treated attachments or links. These thrasks are 
built by grouping related messages together by analyzing message data. They can be 
combined or broken into sub-thrasks in order to individually optimize the overview on related 
resources. Inbox and outbox are displayed together and attachments are not hidden inside 
an email, but directly visible as an equally important task resource. Task specific meta-
information like deadline, reminders, and to-dos can also be added and visualized for 
example as a warning bar changing color, as an alarm bell, etc.  
UMEA [Kaptelinin, 2003] supports projects as high-level goals by organizing resources and 
integrating applications around these goals. Based on activity theory UMEA provides context 
by tracking interaction histories. It offers an architecture with integrated components for 
access to various resources and a project specific history of user interaction. Within a 
defined project, related resources can be easily accessed, sub-tasks may be defined, or 
dates and deadlines set. All these user interactions are also monitored and tagged to the 
project, the resulting log entries being displayed to support activities by presenting context in 
terms of earlier activities and handled resources. Similarly, virtual workspaces for specific 
tasks or projects is constructed manually in ROOMS [Henderson & Card, 1986] or Task 
Gallery [Robertson et al., 2000], both task management environments employing a spatial 
metaphor (room or whiteboard) to organize project resources. Related systems for e-
Learning like Desktop [Portugal et al., 2000] employ virtual spaces with rooms, halls and 
desks offering various communication and coordination tools, both for collaborative and 
individual working and learning. 
In contrast, an approach for automatic task detection is taken within the TaskTracer project 
[Stumpf et al., 2005]. Since the costs for task switching may be high in terms of remembering 
logical chains, execution steps or previous decisions, a Desktop tool effectively monitoring 
currently performed tasks could yield more efficient interruption recovery, improved personal 
and workgroup information management, as well as within group workflow detection and 
analysis. Machine learning is applied to learn and predict tasks from traced interactions with 
the operating system, as wells as from speech-to-text converted phone calls. A Folder 
Predictor seems the most cost-saving component in this environment. Learning correlations 
between (predicted) tasks and folders, the application suggests a folder for saving or opening 
resources closely to their affiliated files, thus saving costs for interactions. Similar 
approaches have been proposed, but they vary with respect to the analyzed resources 
[Segal & Kephart, 1999, 2000] and utilized algorithms [Canny, 2004].  
Modeling tasks in terms of attentional states, [Horvitz et al., 2003] explore ways to make 
computer systems context aware to better suit interaction and prevent harmful disruption. In 
order to infer user’s current attention focus and workload, various contextual clues as gaze-
tracking, tracking of gestures, device interaction, calendar entries, time and user preferences 
are used in the cross-device Notification Platform [Horvitz et al., 2002; Oliver et al., 2002; 
Horvitz & Apacible, 2003] to decide when to interrupt and notify about an incoming message. 
Priorities for incoming notifications are learned from both implicit and explicit user feedback. 
Decisions about user’s attention status are made using Bayesian networks, influence 
diagrams and Hidden Markov Models, and the expected value of alternate actions like delay 
vs. immediate interruption are calculated. The Scope [van Dantzich et al., 2002] is a related 
notification summarization tool designed to balance between keeping track of new incoming 
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messages from various sources and distracting attention from the primary task in order to 
enable the user to decide at a glance which notifications to look at in more detail and when.  
User interactions have also been successfully exploited in various systems, especially for 
building proactive recommender systems and with Just-In-Time retrieval agents [see e.g., 
Budzik & Hammond, 1999; Rhodes & Maes, 2000]. Their main underlying idea is that 
observable behaviors like reading time, Web navigation or saving, bookmarking, printing, for-
warding, copy-and-paste, etc. provide useful information about a user’s interests [Oard & 
Kim, 2001]. This way, based upon the idea that two files accessed within a small window of 
time should be related to each other, Chirita et al. [2006b] employed such interactions and 
file accesses to identify working contexts for clustering search results. Similarly, a method for 
re-retrieving information obtained through past Web browsing by recording low-level actions 
(click links, opening windows, entering keywords, etc.) is presented by Morita et al. [2006]. 
They analyzed these actions to obtain “semantic periods” and used automatic logs to remind 
the user about such periods. Finally, implicit relevance feedback techniques can also be 
employed to better track user’s actions within their learning environments in order to feed 
them back into social filtering systems like in [Najjar et al., 2005]. 
Desktop Task Analysis for e-Learning. In informal Peer-To-Peer teaching, elaborate 
presence management is central. BuddySpace [Eisenstadt & Dzbor, 2002] enhances the 
concept of presence in group communication tools by exploiting current locations, tasks, 
projects or topics of interest. Similarly, Schmidt [2005] and Schmidt and Braun [2006] also 
emphasize the importance of task and context-awareness in online-learning at the work-
place. In selecting a teacher for informal teaching, context is important to prevent overload 
on teacher’s side. Decision on immediate delivery of a request should follow negotiation 
between learner and teacher contexts regarding urgency, task, subject and relationship. 
Organizational status could be taken into account as well, because some learners may feel 
uncomfortable to contact experts particularly of higher status. Hence, the authors propose a 
third type of learning process, a context-steered one, which bridges the gap between the 
typical course-steered learning by offering adaptivity to the user (e.g., learning style, 
preferences, prior knowledge) and the self-steered learning supported by knowledge 
management tools. Useful information for context-modeling may thus be personal goals, 
recently acquired knowledge or competencies, preferences regarding interactivity level or 
semantic density (taken from IEEE Learning Object Metadata standard6), and so on.  
In the LIP [Schmidt, 2005] system, such context-steered learning is constructed by 
monitoring learner’s activities while interacting with different applications. Small learning units 
are compiled from the learning materials and recommended by deducing from the existing 
domain knowledge. During compilation, learning objects that meet the knowledge gap are 
identified and prerequisite learning objects are recursively added. Finally, the resulting 
learning programs are pruned by features related to user’s context and ranked according to 
organizational preferences such as estimated learning time.  
Also intending personalized, situated, adaptive retrieval on demand, Raft [Specht & Kravcik, 
2006] integrates collaborative learning activities in more complex task contexts. In a 
biological field trip, physical context, user sensors and messages are used in inferring distinct 
tasks, for which predefined learning material is delivered and to which new manually anno-
tated resources can be added and shared. Such context-capturing techniques may also be 
                                                
6 LOM: http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12/files/LOM_1484_12_1_v1_Final_Draft.pdf  
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introduced in e-Learning scenarios to enhance mobile or ubiquitous learning as in [Bull et al., 
2003] or [Ogata and Yano, 2004]. 
3.3. Metadata for e-Learning and Beyond 
Both data organization and task analysis employ metadata as a foundation for implementing 
their approaches. In fact, most systems depicted in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 do utilize metadata 
within their infrastructures. This section will move our survey further: It will present those 
research activities specifically targeted at building qualitative metadata for other applications 
(including generic PIM, e-Learning, etc.), yet without concentrating on any of them. 
Accounting for the importance of context-awareness, Ochoa and Duval [2006] discusses the 
Use of Contextualized Attention Metadata for Ranking and Recommending Learning Objects. 
Four types of recommendation metrics are detailed: Link Analysis Ranking, Similarity 
Recommendation, Personalized Ranking and Contextual Recommendation. Though 
designed for Learning Objects, the authors show that these metrics could also be applied to 
rank and recommend other types of reusable components as software libraries.  
The capture and usage of attention metadata to efficiently support personal ways of Desktop 
usage is also dealt with by Belizki et al. [2006]. To achieve this, contextual information across 
heterogeneous media types, file formats, and applications should be annotated and linked. 
The paper presents a light weight system which monitors the file structure and automatically 
generates semantic metadata based on user activities.  
Archner and Delcambre [2006] discuss about Capturing and Re-Using Human attention in 
Corporate Decision Making. Decision making in the corporate environment involves 
gathering, organizing, de-conflicting, and using fine-grained information from diverse sources 
and formats to evaluate scenarios and choose courses of action. Though the pertinent 
information is readily available, and is of human-manageable scale, it is typically not 
integrated and ready for use. Tools for organizing this information are scarce, in part 
because the desired structure is often not pre-defined or available in an existing ontology. 
The authors introduce a construct called a manifestation, along with the notion of collections 
of manifestations, to support entity-centric decisions based on the requirements and 
constraints of a corporate decision making environment. 
A new approach for modeling semantically rich metadata is to use Wikipedia pages as 
ontological concepts to annotate documents [Fernandez-Garcia et al., 2006]. Similarly, 
keeping metadata already available on Websites has also been proposed by Reif et al. 
[2006]. There, a Semantic Clipboard is suggested as an extension to existing clipboards in 
order to allow end users to exploit existing RDF data published on Websites or pasted from a 
Desktop application. Finally, Schandl and King [2006] emphasized the need for efficient 
metadata management for unstructured content and pointed out how extensions to the well-
known WebDAV protocol could be designed to allow for retrieval, storage and management 
of metadata in current operating systems.  
3.4. Specific Results within the ProLearn Context 
In this section we move towards more detailed presentations of three ProLearn specific 
Desktop investigations. We thus first discuss about adaptive course authoring with MOT and 
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about generating malleable schemas for e-Learning. Then, in the second part of this section, 
we depict the results of a study about usage patterns for personal resources.  
3.4.1. Adaptive Course Authoring with My Online Teacher (MOT) 
One of the reasons for which adaptivity in e-Learning is more accepted than actually 
realized is the cumbersomeness of the authoring process: creating rich personalized 
courses for a great number of users means creating both a large number of relevant 
course alternatives, at different granularity, as well as the adaptive mechanism to switch 
between these alternatives. Hendrix et al. [2006] present an approach to add publications 
stored on an author’s Desktop via automatically generated metadata to effectively enrich 
an e-Learning course differentiating between advanced and beginner students.  
They use the metadata automatically generated by Beagle++ [Chirita et al., 2006a, see 
also Section 3.1.2.] to allow description and retrieval of the appropriate articles. Since 
these are not enough to generate a complete course, a manual annotation step allows 
addition of additional content, as well as of attributes like pedagogical weights and labels, 
which are necessary to build the final adaptive course product. Specifically, the authors 
add information about the hierarchical structure and order of the material in the context of 
a lesson, as well as additional pedagogical annotations describing for which students the 
material is best suited (e.g., beginner versus advanced).  
Two models are employed: (1) a domain map and (2) a lesson model. A domain map is 
composed of a hierarchy of concepts with concept attributes, containing or linking to e-
Learning content alternatives describing the same concept. Additionally, domain concepts 
can also connect to related concepts. A lesson is composed of a hierarchy of sub-lessons. 
The lesson represents a filtered, pedagogically labeled, weighted and ordered version of 
the concept attributes.  
When enriching the domain and lesson models, one course should get the right 
information in the right place in the associated hierarchy. To achieve this, the program first 
queries the Sesame [Sesame] database, in which Beagle++ stores all metadata of articles 
on a user’s Desktop, using as search terms title and keywords of each domain concept 
found in the current lesson. To ensure that every resource is only added once, the place 
with highest 'relevance' is sought. Relevance is computed by ranking based on the set of 
keywords belonging to the current domain concept and the set of keywords found in the 
current article. If a resource is ranked equally for two domain concepts, it is added to the 
topmost concept. The number of articles to be added to any concept is limited to 3, as 
adding too many articles probably confuses the learner rather than help her. Furthermore, 
the data and metadata imported (and transformed) from Sesame can be reordered and 
edited using MOT (see Hendrix et al. [2006]). Figure 2 shows an extract of editing in the 
lesson environment. 
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Figure 2: Adding manual metadata in a MOT lesson [Hendrix et al., 2006]. 
In the example, the paper called ‘Adaptive Educational Hypermedia: From generation to 
generation’ and all its relevant metadata have been added automatically during extraction 
to the ‘Adaptive Hypermedia’ domain concept, at the highest level in the hierarchy. The 
paper ‘Adaptive Authoring of Adaptive Educational Hypermedia’, a more specific one, has 
been added to the domain concept ‘Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia’, in a lower position 
in the hierarchy. The author can now manually add pedagogical labels to this new 
material, labeling the material ‘adv’ for advanced learners. Finally, export of the enriched 
course from MOT to RDF is also possible in order to let it be exploited within external 
applications as well [Hendrix et al., 2006].  
To conclude, Hendrix et al. [2006] described how the Semantic Desktop can be interfaced 
with a sophisticated adaptive hypermedia authoring environment to provide rich, 
automatically generated metadata about resources, as well as relationships between 
these resources. Thus, a course can be enriched with both automatically generated 
metadata and other materials relevant for an advanced course added manually using the 
MOT authoring system.  
3.4.2. Malleable Schemas for Generating Contextual Metadata 
For the case in which such semi-automatic course enrichment is realized while metadata 
schemas change or evolve (i.e., new tasks make new metadata attributes necessary, 
additional data sources with additional schemas are added over time, etc.), conventional 
schemas are not suited. One solution, proposed by Cristea and Nejdl [2006] relies on 
malleable schemas (introduced by Dong & Halevy [2005a]) to flexibly describe metadata, 
and then on fuzzy querying and matching based on these schemas to flexibly retrieve 
metadata. Malleable Schemas offer a mechanism by which the modeler can capture the 
imprecise aspects of the domain during the modeling phase in a well principled fashion. 
Thus, queries can be imprecise in their references to schema elements and closely 
related schema elements will be considered as well in query processing. Such imprecise-
ness is useful for example in the case of different tools for file storing, evolving tools, if 
only part of a schema is integrated or in general for handling less structured data. Hence, 
malleable schemas help in capturing the important aspects of the domain at modeling 
time, without having to commit to a strict schema. They provide a simplified, unified view 
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on a collection of related and overlapping base schemas using regular objects and 
properties. An object can represent a file, a publication, or any other data concept on the 
Desktop. A property can be either an attribute or a relationship (to another object). This 
model can be easily converted into RDF.  
An extended example schema, on which queries on several partially known (or evolving) 
schemas can be based, e.g., to extract information for enriching a course with articles, 
allows for three types of impreciseness: flexible objects, flexible relations or property 
names and flexible paths. Thus, if for instance one is looking for an article written by the 
author “Cristea”, which was sent to the current user by “Nejdl” via email, but one does not 
know the exact structure of the RDFS base schema, articles can be returned even if they 
do not match the exact terminology or the relations stated in the query. First, the precise 
naming of the object class ‘Article’ (or ‘Publication’, ‘File’, ‘Attachment’) could be unknown. 
Second, the name of the authors searched for could correspond to a property called 
‘Name’, but it could also be ‘firstName’ and ‘lastName’. In addition, the connection 
between the object, e.g., sender, and an (imprecise) attribute can be indirect and 
imprecise (of undetermined length). Consequently, a query becomes compact and almost 
like natural language. It resembles the way people ask questions: they only remember 
partially terminology and relations, and some information about the structure. Moreover, 
individual representations remembered by people differ. Still, individuals are capable of 
communicating with each other despite different models (schemas).  
The above three types of impreciseness can be resolved in various ways: term similarity 
in objects, relations or properties can be resolved via Wordnet (synonyms, hyponyms, 
hypernyms, and antonyms) or by other similarity measures. In [Zhou & Nejdl, 2006], for 
instance, an information retrieval approach based on vector space representations and 
Wordnet is used. In Cristea and Nejdl [2006] this model is extended based on the 
malleability definition given above: First, the malleable schema terms and relations are 
expanded by binding imprecise classes, attributes, relations and structures to their 
respective correspondents in the base schema set. For this step, a set of rules for term 
expansion are used. Then, the expanded queries must be verified for the validity of 
relations, and ranked according to verification results, to similarity to malleable schema or 
according to tuple content. Finally, the output is pruned by cutting off items which are 
invalid or have the rank below a certain threshold. 
This method is useful for static courses, and is even more important and efficient in the 
context of adaptive, personalized courses, where the richness of alternatives is mandatory 
in order to care for learners with different needs and different levels of knowledge. The 
method can further be extended to the automatic enrichment of courses used for other 
types of adaptation. For example images can be automatically retrieved from the Desktop 
to enrich a course with information for learners with visual preference. The method also 
addresses one other distinctive feature of the semantic Desktop (i.e., to evolve in time), 
supporting this evolution through malleable schemas. Further work will focus on 
evaluation as well as on the extension to support adaptive navigation rules for runtime 
adaptation. In general, automatic metadata generation and mapping of different schemas 
are important research topics with respect to enhancing both the exchange of learning 
material in Peer-To-Peer networks or Open Learning Repositories [Allert et al., 2002; 
Nejdl et al., 2002] and in Digital Libraries on educational resources [Duval et al., 2001, 
Ochoa et al., 2005; Cardinaelis et al., 2005].  
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3.4.3. Patterns in Using Personal Documents 
Motivation. The Desktop becomes one of the richest sources of personal information and 
learning materials.  Occasionally, users can get an overview of a new subject entirely from 
the materials stored on their hard disk. While the Desktop is an important learning source, 
incomplete attempts were made to understand how effectively it is used and what can be 
done to enhance it. Nevertheless, several works were devoted to particular aspects of the 
Desktop organization (see also Section 3.1). For example Gwizdka [2002] explicitly 
evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness of the information finding tasks in the MS 
Outlook email client and compared it with their own prototype. The reported results prove 
that email finding time can be improved significantly if several specific user requirements 
are taken into account. Here, this idea is extended onto other information needs on a 
Desktop, considering not only the emails but also other document access types, such as 
blogs, forums, Web pages, instant messages (IM), databases, separate files and folders, 
address books and calendars.  
For the analysis of the Desktop activity scenarios, first a number of prior publications have 
been selected in order to extract the possibly useful metadata fields for the different 
Desktop usage scenarios. The results of this literature review are presented in the Table 
1, where the Source column corresponds to the publication with a particular scenario, 
Metadata / Data column specifies a set of possibly useful documents and metadata fields, 
and Privacy reflects our estimation of data privacy level. We included a privacy level 
estimation for each metadata type, since the privacy issue is crucial for PIM. 
Source Metadata / Data Privacy 
[Xiao & Cruz, 2005]  author, book L 
[Osterfeld et al., 2005] 
[Franz & Staab, 2005] 
chat message H 
[Osterfeld et al., 2005] 
[Franz & Staab, 2005] 
instant message: date/time, sender, receivers, previous/next 
message 
L 
[Gemmell et al., 2004] music metadata L 
[Cheyer et al., 2005] 
[Gemmell et al., 2004] 
event, task, person, photo M 
[Gemmell et al., 2004] document, phone call, chat transcript, email message, saved 
search results 
L, M, H 
[Dumais et al., 2003]  document title, date, rank, author, mailto, file type, mail-cc, email 
has attachment, message type, message read, path, size, title. 
L 
[Cheyer et al., 2005] “normalized” contacts, project. L 
[Cheyer et al., 2005] person’s expertise H 
[Ghita et al., 2005b] title, citations, conference, year, path, number of accesses, co-
citations, movie genre, director, actor, rating. 
L 
Table 1: The data and metadata fields used in the Desktop activity scenarios from recent publications. The 
privacy levels are: H – high (cannot be shared), M – medium (can be shared with some users), L – low (can be 
shared). The values can be combined, i.e., there might be different privacy levels for different parts of 
information within the same document access type. 
The selected scenarios share a common limitation, as most of them are strongly related to 
the research activities. We believe that the scientific community alone does not represent 
the whole range of professions. Therefore, we need an overview of a broader example of 
a real-world Desktop data usage. 
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Selected Tasks. In order to collect the non-scientific examples of Desktop use, we 
conducted a set of interviews, about 3 hours each. We intentionally selected respondents 
which do not belong to the academia. Similar to the study described in [Ravasio et al., 
2004a, b], our subjects cover 12 professions (one person per category). They had both 
technical and non-technical backgrounds, with experience level ranging from extensive 
daily use of computer for both work and entertainment to irregular use of computer only in 
leisure time. The survey was intended to learn the following features of desktop data:  
1. A description of an average working day and usual Desktop tasks. 
2. The data management habits, the main file storages / folders and file placement 
patterns, file and application usage statistics, most used file formats, and user estimation 
of the data privacy levels. 
3. Suggestions for metadata enhancements and new search capabilities. 
The main questions were about what people store on their Desktops, how they organize 
information, what and how they search, the interviews being transcribed on the fly and 
analyzed afterwards.  
Data Usage. The set of document access types and corresponding data usage levels are 
presented in Table 2. Users answered how often they read or send emails and instant 
messages, access files and folders, browse the Web, and so on. It is interesting that some 
of them consider only a couple of applications for everyday use. For example a designer 
uses the image editor and viewer 90% of her working time. We also noticed that people 
have various habits in cleaning their Desktops. While some keep only documents from the 
past few months, others have archives from several previous years. Therefore, the 
difficulty of finding and re-using documents depends on the history and richness of the 
personal data. The make-up of the Desktop materials is also obviously influenced by the 
amount of time spent in front of the computer, as well as by the level of a user expertise. 
From the data usage patterns we drew several conclusions: 
• Several access types like browsing and email exchange are used by all respondents. 
• Interestingly, the Web access is not used by every user, especially since some 
companies restrict Web usage during working days. 
• Blogs and forums are used only by two users, so they are not very common yet. 
• The usage patterns are very diverse and user-specific. 
The last conclusion suggests that the data usage can hardly be averaged among many 
users. This is an important observation, which limits any Desktop analysis to a very 
narrow user target group. It indicates the clear need both for personalizing the Desktop 
tools and for a specific user model for each data management solution. 
Profession Emails IM Files/ 
Folders 
Web Blog/ 
Forum 
Calendar/ 
Address book 
Newspaper chief editor A A A A A A (paper-based) 
Consultant A N U A N U 
Technical lead manager U A A A N N 
Designer U N A U N U (paper-based) 
Sales analyst A A A N U U 
Bookkeeper U N A N N U (paper-based) 
Engineering manager U U A U N U 
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Software developer A A A A N A 
Lawyer  U U U A N N 
Architect U U A U N U 
Dental mechanic U N A U N U 
Table 2: Data types and applications usage levels. The values are: A – actively used, U – used, N – not used. 
The difference between “actively used” and “used” is loosely defined, based on a common sense. For 
example, 5-7 emails per week are considered as “used”, while 5-7 emails per day are reported as “actively 
used”.  Note that some users still use paper-based calendars and address books. 
Privacy Perception. We asked users if they can share their data, share with restriction to 
a particular group of people, or cannot share it at all. The answers were translated into 
privacy levels, which we defined as “low”, “medium” and “high” respectively. Often users 
specified different privacy levels within the same document access type. For example they 
are ready to share some part of their emails, but not all of them. The distribution of privacy 
level estimates among the user and document access types are shown in Table 3.  
All users strictly dislike revealing their IM conversations, blogs and address books, while 
the majority of them would freely share local copies of Web pages. The email messages 
have various privacy levels, though they often include very private data. As expected, files 
and folders have a full range of privacy estimates. The privacy levels distribution also 
supports the hypothesis that a specific user model is crucial for any Desktop analysis.  
Profession Emails IM Files/ 
folders 
Web Blog/ 
Forum 
Calendar/ 
Address book 
Newspaper 
chief editor 
M,H H L, M, H L, M H L, M, H 
Consultant M, H - H L - - 
Technical 
lead manager 
H H L, M, H L - - 
Designer L, M - L, H L - H 
Sales analyst M, H H L, M, H L H - 
Bookkeeper L, H - L, H - - - 
Engineering 
manager 
H H L, M, H - - - 
Software 
developer 
L, H H L, M, H L, H - H 
Lawyer  H H L, M, H L - - 
Architect M, H H L, H L, M - - 
Dental 
mechanic 
H - L, M, H L - - 
Table 3: Information privacy levels. The privacy levels are: H – high (cannot be shared), M – medium (can be 
shared with some users), L – low (can be shared). The values can be combined in the sense that different 
privacy levels are possible for different parts of information in the same document type. 
Metadata Elements. We collected the metadata fields, which are either used now or can 
be of use in future, either for personal use or for information exchanges. They seem to be 
mainly borrowed from the original data structure. For example each email has metadata 
fields like Sender, Recipient, Title, etc. Some fields correspond to a specific DB structure, 
like Version, Company, etc. In the overview of the metadata fields presented in Table 4, 
we do not distinguish between existent and suggested fields. The metadata fields include 
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both content and activity based metadata. The general purpose documents like photos 
and music are common for the most users. Other documents are very domain specific, 
being characterized by highly specialized content and metadata elements. 
Profession Suggested metadata Information type 
Newspaper 
chief editor 
Author, company, region, event description from a column 
(rubric) classification, author, journal name and issue 
number, genre. 
Articles, Web-pages and 
photos 
Technical lead 
manager 
Phone model, vendor, and date of the last modification. Manuals, specifications, 
internal documents 
Designer Vendor, picture title, topic (after a hierarchical classification), 
concurrently opened files, price, materials used 
Stitch pictures, drawings from 
completed projects 
Sales analyst Person (associated with a picture), project, file size, URL, 
partner, sender, regular activity association (planning, 
implementation, etc.), concurrently opened files. 
Photos, music, documents 
Engineering 
manager 
Creator, contributor, version, product, unit, related 
documentation, development state, manufacturer, product, 
related drawings. 
Drawings and sketches; 
specifications, project 
documentation   
Software 
developer 
Creator, contributor, version, language, purpose, 
development state, documentation, manufacturer, version, 
language. 
Source code files, 
documentation 
Lawyer  Source of publication (it can be useful to divide publications 
into “claim is supported / not supported” for claims like “X 
action is allowed under Y conditions”). 
Laws and comments, cases 
Architect Topic, subtopic (urbanism, landscape, etc.), material type, 
picture creation date, author, magazine title. 
Pictures – design examples 
Dental 
mechanic 
Picture creation date, title, photo creation location, daytime. Photos 
Table 4: Existing and suggested metadata fields of interest. 
Conclusion. Generic Desktops have a mixture of the general-purpose and domain-
specific materials. First, the quantity of personal objects is highly correlated with the level 
of user expertise. The study displayed a large diversity in possible usage activity levels. 
Second, users vary in their privacy preferences, but many types of documents are 
considered as highly private, which makes it difficult to spread and re-use materials. 
Finally, while there are several generally demanded metadata fields, the majority of users 
would still prefer domain specific ones.   
It thus seems unrealistic to consider general Desktop data management solutions. Rather 
a separate personalization is required for each particular user model. Future research will 
thus focus on the user modeling part. Also, the possible next steps include a new set of 
interviews among a targeted set of the users with the same occupation, possibly within the 
same company. This will give an insight into which user model parameters can or cannot 
be exploited by professional domains only. 
3.5. Discussion 
We have seen quite a large number of research investigations addressing various aspects of 
supporting Desktop specific activities. Nevertheless, Personal Information Management is 
still in its childhood, and is only now gaining momentum. For example some usage pattern 
studies exist, yet they clearly still miss several important perspectives, such as analyzing the 
resource access characteristics. Similarly, several document organizational systems have 
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been developed, some of them for our specific area of interest (i.e., e-Learning), yet fast 
finding of personal information still remains an open issue. And so on. 
The same is valid when analyzing information exchanges between users: There exist a 
relatively large amount of approaches to generate metadata (see Table 1, as well as 
Sections 3.1.2, 3.2 and 3.3), yet minimal progress has been made in the direction of 
exploiting these metadata across Peer-To-Peer social networks or communities of users. 
Clearly once a user has already annotated a shared resource (document, web page, etc.), 
others could benefit from this information as well. Several scenarios can be envisioned for 
such resource exchanges between different users:  
• If some user has a new resource on her Desktop, an application could first search the 
Peer-To-Peer network for other peers storing the same item, and then automatically 
annotate it with the respective distant metadata, if any. Similarly, if some metadata exists 
already, the information exchange tool could be exploited to enrich the current annotations 
with data from other peers. 
• If a user is searching for other resources similar to a personal document, it might be more 
efficient (at least in terms of quality of results) to search its neighbors within a social 
network, using either a summary of the resource contents, or better, only the metadata 
associated to them. The latter approach is both faster, as it employs only small pieces of 
text for communication across the network, and more reliable, as two resources sharing 
very similar annotations are very likely to be related as well.  
We refer the reader to [Ghita et al., 2005a] for a discussion on how such resources could be 
best integrated into the local Personal Information Repository of a user, once they have been 
collected from other persons. 
All in all, we conclude that it is now the right time to focus our research towards the PC 
Desktop: (1) Several basic results exist, and thus we have where to start from; (2) The 
infrastructure capabilities are growing, in terms of both storage size and of computing power; 
(3) Last, but not least, there is more and more data available, which requires enhanced 
methods for information search and access within the local repository, as well as across 
social networks.  
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4. Conclusions 
E-Learning has changed the way we learn considerably. One of the important changes is that 
we rely more on our skills to find some information than actually knowing it ourselves – and to 
relocate information we have seen before rather than memorizing it. From various studies it has 
become clear that the contents on the PC Desktop is becoming more and more integrated in the 
working environment, and consequently, part of the e-Learning experience. 
There exists a plethora of research on the storage and management of documents and other 
information containers, such as emails and Web sites. An interesting observation that applied to 
most studies is the division between people who spent much time on organizing their 
information, and those who trust on their ability to find a needle in a haystack. Further, the 
fragmentation of information access – the lack of an integrated tool for searching various types 
of documents – is considered an issue and is therefore addressed by various research projects 
and industrial efforts. This research goes hand in hand with research on task management 
support, which aims at modeling user tasks and the interaction with user interfaces. 
The use of attention metadata for providing personalized access to Desktop based document 
repositories is gaining attention from both academics and industry. While advanced 
personalization, based on behavioral pattern mining, is a hot topic, we are still far from industrial 
uptake and commercial exploitation. One of the preventing issues is the fact that users vary 
wildly in the usage of their Desktop contents, a variety that is caused by differences in user 
tasks and personal factors. Another preventing issue is the concern about control for attention 
metadata. In particular for the use of Desktop data for e-Learning, the boundaries between 
personal and group data need to be blended.  
From a different perspective, research within ProLearn has shown that e-Learning courses can 
be enriched with publications from authors' Desktops. However, as is often the case, the 
metadata schemas for publications are subject to change. This may be solved by a technique 
called malleable schemas, which allows for imprecise queries and flexible query processing. 
Summarizing, we conclude that Desktop documents have the potential of enriching e-Learning 
significantly. First, the need for actively memorizing information is reduced. Second, a large 
collection of documents with sophisticated tools for searching and browsing provides the 
flexibility and broadness needed in this information era. Third, the automatic detection of 
relevant documents provides e-Learning authors with the opportunity of enriching their material 
without too much extra effort. 
Having said this, there are several issues that need to be addressed before Desktop data 
becomes an integrated part of e-Learning: 
• There is the need for tools that provide integrated access to various types of information 
sources: documents, email history, Web pages visited; 
• For the reuse of documents that cover several topics, it may be needed to also model the 
internal structure of these documents; 
• More insight is needed in how users actually interact with the contents of their personal 
Desktops; rather than aiming for the description of ‘the average user’, it seems to be more 
worthwhile to describe the whole range of identified usage patterns, one at a time. 
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